
Sergei Dorenko Dead at 59
The Russian journalist had a heart attack while riding his motorcycle
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Sergei Dorenko died on May 9 in Moscow. According to multiple media reports, he was riding
his motorcycle not far from the city center when he had a heart attack, drove into the
oncoming traffic lane and then slid to a stop. No other vehicles were involved in the accident,
and he apparently died on the scene. He was 59 years old.

Dorenko was one of Russia’s most famous, most politically engaged and most controversial
journalists.

After graduation from the Moscow Friendship University and working as a translator in
Africa, he returned to Moscow and became involved in journalism. Handsome, imposing and
graced with a deep, resonant voice, he quickly made a name for himself on television in the
1990s — as much for his presentation style and investigative journalism as for his scandalous
departures. He jumped from station to station until settling in 1996 at ORT (now Channel
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One), where he hosted a weekly analytical program until 1999.

He appeared to switch political sides with swift regularity. He was first focused on criticism of
Boris Yeltsin’s government and his ministers; then he launched weekly attacks against
Yevgeny Primakov and, especially Moscow mayor Yury Luzhkov, to the great electoral benefit
of Vladimir Putin; and finally, after supporting Vladimir Putin, he turned against him after the
Kursk submarine disaster. Although he sometimes produced insightful and factual
investigations and reports, he had a reputation of being “for hire,” particularly after his
alignment with Boris Berezovsky, and called himself a "machine gun." 

After Dorenko’s report on the Kursk submarine disaster and its stinging criticism of Vladimir
Putin, Dorenko was fired from ORT — although ORT general director Konstantin Ernst
maintained it was for other infractions. He never again worked in network television.

He did continue to work in media, however,  but now in radio. He had a show on Ekho Moskvy,
was director of the radio station Russian News Service from 2008 to 2013, and since 2014
hosted a popular morning news show called Govorit Moskva (Moscow Speaking).

In 2003 he became a member of the Russian Communist Party (CPRF) and was politically
active in Russia and Ukraine. He left the CPRF in 2012. In 2007 he showed Western news
organization a tape of an interview done in 1998 with Alexander Litvinenko — later killed by
Polonium in London — and other FSB officers admitting to carrying out orders to kill, kidnap
or frame Russian businessmen and politicians.

Dorenko will be buried at the Troyekurovskoye Cemetery in Moscow.

Below is Sergei Dorenko’s report on the Kursk submarine tragedy.
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